In this Appendix, the quantities introduced in Section 2 are tested against the desirable properties listed in the same section in order to establish which are most appropriate for environmental (area) and individual monitoring for both strongly and weakly penetrating radiations.
In general, the dose equivalent in the body from an external source of radiation decreases with depth in the body. Also, the limits for single organs tend to be larger than those for the effective dose equivalent. Irradiation limits are most often set either by the dose equivalent to organs near the body surface or by the effective dose equivalent. Therefore, adequate monitoring requires estimation both of the dose equivalent received by organs near the body surface and of the effective dose equivalent. Neither of these quantities are readily measured in the body of an exposed person. However, either an instrument used for monitoring the environment or one to be worn by an individual can be calibrated to read the value of the quantities which are selected below.
Environmental (Area) Monitoring Relating to Deep Organs
In order to properly take account of secondary radiations which would arise in exposed persons, the quantity should be based on a phantom with dimensions comparable to the human body. The fact that an:thropomorphic phantoms are subject to continual development and modification is a compelling reason not to base an operational quantity on Sl).Ch phantoms but rather use the ICRU sphere which permits a unified approach to all types of radiation that is durable. 5 A primary consideration is that in both partial and whole body irradiation the radiation quantity chosen must be relatable to primary limits, especially for effective dose equivalent, but also for organ dose equivalents. Due to the weight penalty of the shielding required to produce an instrument with a nonisotropic fluence response to deeply penetrating radiation and the advantages of a quantity which has a single value at a point, measurability implies isotropic response in the measuring instrument.
By means of the concepts of expansion and alignment of the radiation field, a quantity which is independent of orientation can be made point specific and compatible with existing instruments, specifically for those measuring photon and neutron exposure. (Most of the present neutron instruments that are sensitive over a wide energy range have isotropic response because detection is based on thermalization of neutrons by a large moderator.) A detailed review of the possible "operational" or "monitoring" quantities cited in Section 2 versus the "desirable" properties led to the conclusion that the specified depth-dose equivalent (sphere, expanded, and aligned field), which has been given the name ambient dose equivalent, H*(d), is a suitable quantity with the desired properties, and is, therefore, the quantity of choice.
A primary consideration in the choice of an operational quantity for monitoring is that the value of the quantity is an adequate estimate (i.e., neither an underestimate nor too large an overestimate) of the quantity in which the limits are expressed. This relatability of the selected quantity to the limits is achieved by the choice of depth (or possible depths) in the ICRU sphere. This requires that the value of the quantity at the depth chosen to represent the deep organs should be a safe estimate of the effective dose equivalent and also of organ dose equivalents.
The graphs for different geometries of photon, neutron, and electron fields presented in Appendix B indicate that, for the most part, parallel radiation incident on the human body in the AP direction gives the maximum organ dose equivalents for a given fluence. For photons, the principal exception is in a small energy region where the photoelectric effect is predominant and PA unidirectional photons cause the maximum organ dose equivalent to occur in the endosteal cells. For neutrons, a significant exception is the red bone marrow; and over a certain energy range the female lungs give higher values for PA irradiation conditions. The effects of these exceptions are small and, therefore, the AP direction only is considered in what follows.
The maximum organ dose equivalent occurs at different energies and for different types of radiation in different superficial organs, such as the thyroid, testes, and breasts, but is always greater than the effective dose equivalent. It can be seen from Figures 5.3 to 5.19 that the choice of H*(lO) is safe both for the effective dose equivalent, one of the ICRP primary limiting quantities, and for the dose equivalent for superficial organs.
The choice of the 10-mm depth stems from the following considerations:
(a) For photons, the dose equivalent changes little with depth down to 50 mm over a large energy range, and, therefore, dose equivalent at points on the axis at 10 mm to about 50 mm below the surface is acceptable. (b) For neutrons, dose equivalent at any point at depths to about 20 mm below the surface is acceptable, although at low energies (below 10 ke V) depths of 20 to 60 mm would be preferable. (c) For electrons of energy above about 10 MeV, the dose equivalent at a depth of 10 mm below the surface provides an acceptable substitute for the dose equivalent maxima. Below electron energies of almost 10 MeV, the dose equivalent at 10 mm increasingly fails to match the maximum dose equivalent to deep organs. However, this is of little importance because as one goes to lower electron energies the deep organ dose equivalents rapidly decrease and, therefore, at such energies the dose equivalents to shallow organs will become the limiting quantity. As mentioned in Appendix B, the maximum dose equivalent in the 30-cm diameter sphere exposed to a unidirectional beam may not occur on the principal radius, but it is not substantially underestimated if it is assumed to occur there. Thus, underestimation of the dose equivalents to deeper organs is prevented in most situations if the 10-mm depth ambient dose equivalent, H*(lO), is used.
Area Monitoring for Weakly Penetrating Radiations
As seen from the preceding discussion, the radiations of concern to shallow organs, such as the skin and the lens of the eye, will be photons below about 50 ke V in energy, and electrons below about 5 MeV. For neutrons, shallow organs will seldom be of concern.
First, we consider the desirable properties (see Section 2.1). It is possible to construct instruments for weakly penetrating radiations with nonisotropic fluence response without a serious weight penalty. Instruments which respond to weakly penetrating radiation from only one hemisphere can be made and give an indication of the dose equivalent at shallow depths in an absorber for radiations incident at any angle within that hemisphere. By means of the concept of expansion of the radiation field, a quantity can be made point specific. A quantity defined with reference to a point in the ICRU sphere would be both durable and compatible with existing instruments. In order that the quantity can be related to primary limits, the depth in the ICRU sphere should be appropriate to the depths of the shallow organs mentioned above.
A detailed analysis of possible operational quanti-ties of Section 2 versus the desirable properties led to the conclusion that the specified depth dose equivalent (sphere, expanded field) has the desirable characteristics and it was therefore chosen. It has been given the name directional dose equivalent, H'(d), to reflect the fact that its value at a point in a radiation field will vary with direction relative to the field. It remains to identify the depths that will make these quantities relatable to the specific primary limits for low penetrating radiation. Currently, these limits are the dose equivalent to the skin and the dose equivalent to the lens of the eye. For practical dose assessment for the skin, the ICRP has chosen a depth of 0.07 mm as the nominal value for the position of the germinal cells of the skin (ICRP, 1977, paragraph 64) and has recommended an averaging procedure depending on the circumstances of the exposure for the calculation of skin dose equivalent (ICRP, 1977, paragraphs 34, 128, and 183) . In the lens of the eye, the anterior epithelium of the lens equator is considered to be most susceptible to the induction of opacities; and for the purpose of radiation protection, in adults it is assumed to lie 3 mm behind the surface of the eye (ICRP, 1977, paragraph 62) . Therefore, the 0.07-mm directional dose equivalent, H'(0.07), and in exceptional situations the 3-mm directional dose equivalent, H'(3), have been selected as the operational quantities. It must be noted that these operational quantities are only recommended for monitoring shallow organ doses in fields of low-penetrating radiation. In practice, the lens dose-equivalent limit is usually not exceeded if the skin and the deep organ limits are complied with. The value of 0.07 mm is currently recommended for the directional dose equivalent, H'(d).
Individual Monitoring for Weakly and Strongly Penetrating Radiations
Individual monitoring for external irradiation consists in the performance and evaluation of measurements that employ radiation detectors carried on the body. According to the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP, 1982) , such measurements for radiation workers are intended to ensure that limits are not exceeded, and in some instances to provide an estimate of the effective dose equivalent or the dose equivalent in the most exposed tissues or organs in the body.
In individual monitoring, the person monitored is present in the environment to which he is being exposed. The measurement of a quantity in terms of dose equivalent on the individual's body is less subject to errors than measurements of a quantity defined in terms of a standard phantom and provides a unified approach for all types of radiation. It also provides a better base for relating the measurement to the indi-vidual's organ dose equivalent, when this is necessary. A further advantage is that such a definition is applicable to both the trunk and the extremities. Thus, it seems reasonable to use a point on the individual's body for the definition of dose-equivalent quantities. Such a general definition is unlikely to require modification in the future. This approach is compatible with existing instruments.
Again, depths in tissue must be selected to provide safe estimates which are relatable to the effective dose equivalent and also organ dose equivalents. In many practical routine monitoring situations, it is useful to have an individual dosimeter that assesses the dose equivalent at one or more depths below the surface of the tissue adjacent to the dosimeter. For superficial exposures, the 0.07-mm dose equivalent (unmodified field) would be suitable, and most dosimetry needs for deeper tissues would be covered by selecting the 10mm dose equivalent (unmodified field), though the 3mm dose equivalent (unmodified field) may also be appropriate in some situations. Dose equivalents may also be measured at depths other than these in situations where accurate dosimetry of specific tissues is required. Two concepts are selected for purposes of routine individual monitoring: Individual Dose Equivalent, Penetrating, Hp(d), for which the currently recommended depth is 10 mm, Hp(lO), and Individual Dose Equivalent, Superficial, H 8 (d), for which the currently recommended depth is 0.07 mm, H 8 (0.07).
Although several dosimeters are occasionally utilized, only one is employed in most instances. In any case, it becomes necessary to decide on an optimal dosimeter placement on the body. As in the case of area monitoring, a separate evaluation of th.e effects of weakly and strongly penetrating radiations is necessary and persons exposed to both types need to wear two types of dosimeters which are usually in a common envelope.
Analysis and Selection of Quantities
If the detector used for individual monitoring is not of a type which gives the dose equivalent in tissue directly, the precise determination of the individual dose equivalent may be more difficult in practice. In order to translate a dosimeter reading to the individual dose equivalent, a calibration factor must be provided. However, this calibration factor may vary, not only from person to person but also with position on the same person, and, therefore, no stable value exists for it. The best that can be done in practice is to obtain a value for the calibration factor for a given type of dosimeter mounted on a standardized phantom. Dosimeters, when mounted in the ICRU sphere, would provide information on the specified-depth dose equivalent (sphere) upon multiplication by the calibration factor. In the practical situation, however, the dosimeter mounted on the trunk of an individual would give a reading which, of necessity, would have to be multiplied by the laboratory-derived calibration factor. This results in a quantity which is neither the specified-depth dose equivalent (body, site), since the calibration factor is not for that situation (body, site), nor the specified-depth dose equivalent (sphere), because the dosimeter is not mounted on a sphere, but is some compromise between the two. In some countries, the product of the monitor reading and the calibration factor is defined as a special quantity in order to obtain an unambiguous specification (seep. 10).
It should be noted that a calibration based on the ICRU sphere may be unsuitable for monitoring dose equivalents to extremities. An example is exposure of the fingers or hands to intermediate energy neutrons, where the dose equivalent to the fingers may be overestimated by factors of 100 or more if the individual dosimeter is calibrated in terms of the specified-depth dose equivalent (sphere).
